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ABSTRACT. The genus of the complete tripartite graph K,, ..... is shown to be 
(ran -- 2)(n -- 1)/2, for all natural numbers m and n. 
Ringel [2] has shown that the genus of the complete bipartite graph 
K~.~ is given by: 
~'(K~,q)---- t (p -- 2 ) (q -  2) t (1) 
4 ~ ( 
for p /> 2, q ~> 2, where {x} represents the least integer greater than or 
equal to x. Since the complete tripartite graph K~.q.r contains K~.q+~ as a 
subgraph, it follows from (1) that: 
y(K~,q.~) ~> l (p -  2)(q +r - -  2)I 
4 
(2) 
for p >~ 2, p >~ q >/ r  >~ 1. Ringel and Youngs [3] have shown that 
equality holds in (2) for the ease p = q = r, and it has also been shown 
[4] that equality holds for q + r ~ 6 and any p. 
THEOREM. The genus of the graph Km~ .... is given by: 
y(Km,,,~,n) -~ (mn-  2) (n -  1) 
2 
for all natural numbers m and n. 
(3) 
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PROOF. For  p = mn and q = r ---- n, the inequality (2) becomes 
(mn - -  2)(n --  1) 
y(K~, . , , , )  > 2 
We show the reverse inequality by producing an imbedding of K~n . . . .  in 
a compact  orientable 2-manifold of genus (ran - -  2)(n -- 1)/2. We begin 
with a quadrilateral imbedding of K,,~,2n which differs from that given by 
Ringel for the same graph. The imbedding is described by the following 
scheme, in which the vertices of K, nn,~,~ are numbered by i, i=  1,...,2n +ran,  
and at vertex i a cyclic permutationp~ of the vertices to which i is adjacent 
is specified: 
P l ,  Pz ..... P2n-1; (2n + 1, 2n + 2,..., 2n + mn)  
P2 , P4  . . . .  , P2n: (2n -? mn,  2n + rnn --  1 ..... 2n + 1) 
P2,~+i: (1, 2i, 3, 2i - -  2, 5, 2i --  4, 7,..., 2n - -  1, 2i + 2), i = 1,..., mn; 
where arithmetic is modulo 2n, and we write 2n instead of 0. 
By a theorem of Edmonds [1] (see also Youngs [5]), this scheme uniquely 
determines a 2-cell imbedding of the graph K, ,n,2n-Furthermore,  the 
faces of this imbedding are given by the cyclic progression of vertices 
in their boundaries as follows, with the edge f rom vertex a to vertex b 
being followed by the edge f rom vertex b to vertex pb(a): 
- - (2 j - -  1) - -  (2n + i) - -  (2i - -  2j-}- 2) - -  (2n + i - -  1 ) - - ,  
fo r j  = 1,..., n, 
i --- 2 ..... ran; 
- - (2 j  - -  1) - -  (2n d- i) - -  (2i - -  2j q- 2) - -  (2n q- mn)  - - ,  
for j=  1 .... ,n,  
i= l .  
This imbedding of  Kmn,2,~ has rnn 2 quadrilateral faces and genus 
( rnn -  2) (n -  1)/2. We now add edge (2 j - -1 ,  2k ) , j  = 1 ..... n, 
k = 1 .... , n, through the face determined by i ~ k -q-j - -  1. These are 
precisely the n 2 edges needed to convert the graph K,,~.2n to the graph 
Km . . . .  ,,. Each such edge destroys one quadrilateral face and creates two 
tr iangular faces, so that Kmn . . . .  is imbedded, with 2n 2 triangular faces 
and (mn 2 - -  n ~) quadrilateral faces, in a compact  orientable 2-manifold of 
genus (mn - -  2)(n - -  1)/2. This completes the proof. 
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